A lambda-free logical framework takes parameterisation and cut as the basic notions to provide a schematic mechanism for speci cation of type theories and a de nitional mechanism for their use in practice.
theories (eg, dependent type theories), as it has the advantage of exactly capturing the intuitive concepts in object type theories, and that its implementation re ects the actual use of type theories in practice. We shall also study the meta-theory of PAL + and discuss some experiments done in a prototype implementation.
Motivations
A lambda-free logical framework takes parameterisation and cut as the basic notions to provide a schematic mechanism for speci cation of type theories and a de nitional mechanism for their use in practice. The reasons to consider lambda-free logical frameworks include:
This work is based on some notes I wrote in 1997 of the same title, which I did not nish. The basic ideas are the same, though they are presented here in a more complete version with some new development. y This work is partly supported by UK EPSRC grants GR/K79130 and GR/M75518.
Parametric constants/de nitions and the associated operations of instantiation (substitution or cut) are more basic and arguably simpler notions/mechanisms than that of lambda-abstraction as found in other logical frameworks such as Martin-L of's logical framework NPS90]. A parametrically de ned entity represents a family of entities, rather than a functional operation. The user of a proof system based on a lambda-free framework does not have to understand the meta-level lambda-abstraction that can be used to represent concepts such as families of families of entities, which do not exist in object type theories. Rather, one only has to grasp concepts of the object type theory and the de nitional mechanism. The introduction of lambda-free logical framework makes clear that a logical framework is a meta-language that provides the schematic mechanisms for specifying type theories and the de nitional mechanism for pragmatic use. It is worth remarking that such mechanisms are necessary for any framework to be used in practice, with or without -abstraction. 1 The logical framework presented here, PAL + , is such a framework in the spirit of de Bruijn's PAL for Automath dB80].
PAL + is a logical framework for speci cation and implementation of type theories. As in Martin-L of's logical framework NPS90], computational rules can be introduced and are used to give meanings to the declared constants.
However, PAL + only allows one to talk about the concepts that are intuitively in the object type theories: types and their objects, and families of types and families of objects of types. In particular, in PAL + , one cannot represent families of families of entities, which could be done in other logical frameworks by means of lambda abstraction. Compared with PAL, PAL + allows one to represent parametric concepts such as families of types and families of nonparametric objects, which can be used by themselves (as totalities) as well as when they are fully instantiated. An implementation of a proof development system based on PAL + can truly re ect the intended use of a type theory. After a type theory is speci ed (and implemented), the user is concerned only with the object type theory and uses the de nitional mechanism for abbreviation.
The following section introduces the parameterisation mechanism in PAL + (in particular, parametric kinds and parametric abstractions) and show how it can be used in speci cation of type theories. The de nitional mechanisms (global and local de nitions) are introduced in Section 3, where we also discuss how parametric abstractions can be introduced as let-expressions (local de nitions) while taking the latter as basic. In Section 4, we consider the meta-theoretic properties of the logical framework PAL + . In Section 5, we 1
When an object type theory has types of functions, say -types, there is usually a confusion between the object-level functions and the meta-level functional operations, if the latter exist in the meta-framework. For example, in systems like ALF MN94], one tends to use the meta-level functional operations as functional programs while ignoring the object level functions. brie y discuss some implementation issues and describe some simple experiments carried out so far in Callaghan's prototype implementation of PAL + . In the Conclusion, besides discussing some future work, we shall brie y consider further extensions of the framework with other meta-theoretic features such as coercive subtyping.
PAL + : the parameterisation mechanism
In PAL + , we have (non-parametric) kinds of the form Type or El(A) and their objects (types and objects of type A), and parametric kinds of the form ( )T , where is a non-empty context and T is a non-parametric kind, and their objects (parametric objects) representing families of types or families of non-parametric objects. The following gives a more formal description. General equality rules 
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Basic rules
The basic rules are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , the latter of which contain the substitution rules. Formally, without considering the di erence between non-parametric and parametric kinds, these rules are essentially the general inference rules of the logical framework LF (see Figure 9 .1 in Chapter 9 of
Luo94]). 2
The kind Type represents the conceptual universe of types to be introduced, and for each type A of kind Type, the kind El(A) is the kind of objects of type A.
Parameterisation
Parametric objects represent families of types or families of non-parametric objects. They can either be used as a totality or when they are fully instantiated. 
Parametric kinds and instantiation
The rules for parametric kinds of the form ( )T are given in Figure 3 . Note that a parametric entity of a parametric kind cannot be used by partial instantiation.
Only when given appropriate indexing objects a, can a parametric object f, ie, an object of a parametric kind, be instantiated into f a].
Besides variables of a parametric kind, parametric objects also include parametric constants (introduced when specifying an object type theory) and parametric abstraction.
Parametric abstraction
A parametric abstraction of the form ]t represents either a family of types or non-parametric objects, indexed by (sequences of) objects of . The vari- The rules for parametric abstraction are given in Figure 4 , where (P )(P ) are the equality rules for parametric abstraction, analogous to the -rules for lambda abstractions. Note that t in ]t can only be a type or an object of a type (and cannot be itself a parametric object.) Just as other parametric objects, parametric abstraction can be used by itself or when it is fully instantiated (and cannot be used when it is partially instantiated.) 2.4 Speci cations of type theories in PAL + As in Martin-L of's type theory NPS90], we specify type theories in the logical framework PAL + . One of the points is that we can specify type theories with the simpler logical framework without arbitrary lambda-abstraction. For example, all of the types in UTT Luo94] can be speci ed, including the impredicative universe of logical propositions, the inductive types and inductive families covered by the inductive schemata, and predicative universes.
In general, a speci cation of a type theory in PAL + will consist of a collection of declarations of new constants (either non-parametric or parametric) and a collection of associated computational equality rules. Like other parametric objects, a parametric constant cannot be used by partial instantiation. 
Global de nitions
Global de nitions can be introduced into contexts and used by means of the rules in Figure 5 , where in the last rule, J is of the form K kind, K pkind,
Remark Several remarks are in order.
Note that, in the introduction rule for global de nitions, we require T to be a kind, ie, it is equal to either Type or El(A). 4 Hence the body of a let-introduction rules global de nition must be a type or an object of a type. Also, when is empty, the rules specialises into those for (non-parametric) kinds. The de niendum of a global de nition can either be used when it is fully applied, or as a totality. The last equality rule (the last rule in the second group in Figure 5 ) is an -like rule for global de nitions. The`meaning' of a globally de ned entity can be given directly by means of parametric abstraction (but see Section 3.3 for the possibility of taking let-expressions as basic.)
Local de nitions
Local de nitions, or let-expressions, can be introduced by the let-introduction rules in Figure 6 . They abide by the congruence rules in Figure 6 and some distribution laws in Figure 7 . Note that, in some (eg, the last two) distribution rules, we assume that variable capturing be avoided appropriately. Now, with the rules for global de nitions in Figure 5 and for local de nitions in Figures 6 and 7 , the following equality rules are admissible. where the bound variable f is chosen as fresh (and hence not clashed with other variables). Then we can show that the rules for parametric abstraction all hold given the above de nition. Note that the rules for global de nitions in Figure 5 remain the same. On the other hand, one might want to take`parametric abstraction' and its application as basic and de ne let-expressions as, eg,
We remark that let-expressions are slightly more general than parametric abstractions as they can be used for all expressions including parametric kinds. Furthermore, local de nitions are useful in any proof development or programming environment. In this sense, it seems better to take let-expressions as basic while taking parametric abstractions as a de ned notion.
4 Meta-theoretic properties of PAL + The basic system PAL + , as presented in Section 2 (more precisely, the rst three subsections of Section 2), is obviously a subsystem of LF as presented in Luo94] . Therefore, some of the properties of LF can be directly transferred to PAL + . For example, it is easy to show that PAL + has the strong normalisation property by translating PAL + into LF. However, it is not clear how some of the other properties (eg, Church-Rosser or Subject Reduction) can be transferred in a similar way.
We consider in this section the typed operational semantics for PAL + and show that the system has good meta-theoretic properties. Typed operational semantics (TOS) was developed for the type theory UTT in Goguen's thesis 
Properties of PAL + and discussions
With the above theorems for the TOS of PAL + and the relationship between untyped reduction and TOS, we can easily show that the system PAL + has nice meta-theoretic properties. These include admissibility results of the structural rules (eg, the substitution rules), and computational properties such as Strong Normalisation, Church-Rosser, Subject Reduction.
Remark When PAL + is extended with new constants of the object type theories, we remark that the techniques developed for TOS in Gog94] can be used to prove the meta-theoretic results of the object type theories such as UTT.
Remark When PAL + is extended with global and local de nitions (as in Section 3), work by Severi and Poll SP94] on extending PTS with de nitions may be extended. Another more radical approach is to take let-expressions as basic and consider the meta-theory directly; but this requires further work which we leave for the future.
5 Implementation and experiments PAL + is developed partly as an underlying framework for implementing new proof development systems. We expect that the simplicity gained would bene t implementation as well as the user (eg, it is expected that the use of de Bruijn indices would be simpli ed, and the treatment of meta-variables may be dealt with using the simple method as proposed 
